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ABSTRACT
The patented Flux-Area technique of metrology with optical images has been proven to provide accurate and
repeatable measurements of defect sizes as small as 0.08 µ, and is in use in 12 leading edge mask shops and wafer
fabs around the world. This paper describes the extension of this technique for linewidth measurement and the results
of tests on photomasks, using lines as narrow as 0.25 µ. Linewidths were measured with SEM and optical images
analyzed with the Flux-Area technique. Results show that the new technique provides linear measurements on even
the smallest lines, using visible as well as UV illumination. This technique promises to allow mask makers to continue
measuring their masks optically, even as linewidths shrink much smaller than the optical wavelengths used in the
measurement. Further, this technique allows older visible light systems to be used for measuring even DUV masks.
Finally, this technique does not require thresholds: it only requires an image and that the optical magnification (µ
per pixel) be known. The technique simply measures the amount of light absorbed by a feature, the fundamental
optical quality of any photomask feature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Linewidth measurement, commonly called critical dimension, or CD measurement, is critical in all phases of the
microlithography process. CD measurements are used to monitor the mask patterning process as well as the
lithography process onto the silicon. Besides monitoring the process, CD measurements are used to detect photomask
defects which are likely to cause non-functioning silicon devices.
Traditionally CDs have been measured optically, essentially measuring the distance between the two edges of a
line in an image, and correcting the measurement for proximity effects (narrow lines and/or nearby edges). As silicon
and mask geometries shrink below the wavelength of the optical microscopes, these conventional techniques for
measuring linewidths have been losing favor because it becomes harder to define where the physical line edges are
based on the image data.
This paper discusses how the flux-area technique has been used to produce accurate CD measurements of
subwavelength lines using optical microscope images. Flux-area measurements are compared to SEM measurements
and the design size of the features.

2. FLUX-AREA MEASUREMENT
The flux-area technique allows the measurement of features smaller than 1/5 λ (0.1µm with visible light), and
provides accuracy and repeatability in the range of λ/100 (5 nm with visible light). Rather than edge to edge
dimension, it measures optical area, which correlates to printability on the wafer.1 The technique consists of
integrating the total light flux that is blocked or transmitted by a feature, figures 1 and 2, converting that flux to square
pixels, and then scaling pixels to microns.

Figure 1. Intensity profile (inverted) across a 0.25µ line, showing regions used to calculate background.

Figure 2. Integration of feature flux minus background.
In the flux-area technique the clear-chrome contrast around the region of interest is measured, giving the chrome
contrast in digitizer levels (a constant times milliwatts per pixel). Next a region of interest is defined which includes
the feature to be measured plus enough margin to include 99% of the blurred light. Then the local background
intensity is determined and subtracted. The total flux from the feature (shaded area in figure 2) is integrated, and
divided by the chrome contrast,
Flux-Area =

∑

x, y

(Ixy- Ibgrnd) / (Iclear - Ichrome)

where Ixy is the intensity of a pixel in the region of interest, Ibgrnd is the background intensity in the area of the feature,
and the flux-area has units of square pixels. This area is converted into linear pixels, in a linewidth measurement, by
dividing by the height of the region of interest, which is one pixel in the simplest case.
When measuring two dimensional features, such as contact holes and defects, the area can be used as such, or
converted to a linear dimension assuming that the feature is square (typical contact), or circular (typical defect). The
images of small features are blurred, so most shape information in the image will be lost in noise.
The final step is to scale pixels to microns, or square pixels to square microns. This scale calibration is usually
performed by measuring the line pitch on a known plate.
Because of the normalization to Iclear and Ichrome, the resultant measurement is of the “effective size” of the feature.
The effective size is the size of a chrome (or clear) feature that absorbs or passes the same light as the measured
feature. This has the advantage of normalizing measured features to the results of test prints, where similar features
(lines, contacts, or defects) are made of standard thickness chrome. This means that measurements of real plates,
which frequently include repair damage, thin chrome, thick chrome, and extraneous dirt, can be directly compared to
specs derived from test prints. In other words, flux-area measurements by definition correct for the feature’s opacity.

3. THEORETICAL RESOLUTION AND ACCURACY
The minimum resolution provided by the flux-area technique is similar to other gray-level techniques, that is, the pixel
resolution, in microns divided by the number of useful gray levels. The flux area technique measures the area, while
providing the result as an equivalent diameter, so the final resolution is
R = 1/(S * G * H)
where R is the resolution in µ, S is the pixel scale in pixels/µ, G is the number of useful gray levels, and H is the
height of the integration box in pixels.
For a typical linewidth (0.5 µ wide, 20 pixels/µ scale, 200 gray levels) this gives a theoretical resolution of 0.01
nm (0.00001 µ). This is 100 times smaller than the noise in a typical measurement, about 1nm. Thus moderate
changes (by factors of 2 to 8) in the scale factor or number of digitizer levels have no significant effect on
measurement repeatability or accuracy.
There are four factors that affect the theoretical accuracy of flux-area measurement: 1) measuring the chrome
contrast: in dense images there may be no uniform areas in which to measure Iclear or Ichrome, so values from previous
images must be used. Depending on the consistency of the illumination and camera levels this contributes error of
0.2% to 2%. 2) Digitizer linearity: the video image may be gamma corrected to improve contrast, where gamma
correction is a non-linear (exponential) function applied to pixel intensities. Depending on the image source this
contributes 0-3% error, 3) Integration area: in theory the integration area must be infinite in order to integrate all the
light from the feature. In practice the integration area is extended one λ from each edge, which includes more than
99% of the flux, and the 1% error can be easily corrected, 4) scale calibration: using pitch measurements. This is
easily determined to one part in one thousand. However, if the microscope has no autofocus mechanism, focus errors
can cause scale changes due to variable object-lens distance.
Therefore, with a modern optical system with good illumination and focus control accuracy of 1% can be
expected, with deviations mainly due to illumination non-uniformity (over position and/or time).
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Factors that affect other techniques but not flux-area accuracy include: 1) Non linearity when measuring small
features: flux-area measurements have been shown to be linear at least to λ/5, while inteference between the images of
nearby edges makes edge-to-edge measurements of small features very difficult. 2) Non-uniformity of the substrate or
chrome, such as from repair damage. This affects edge measurements unpredictably, so that conventional CD
measurements of repairs is only somewhat predictive of printability, while flux-area measurements should closely
match stepper output.

4. FLUX-AREA VS EDGE-TO-EDGE MEASUREMENT
CD metrology developers have been concerned with determining where an optical or image edge is, and how that
edge corresponds to “reality.”2 In photomask metrology what we want to know is how much light will get to the
photoresist when the mask is in the stepper. For a given stepper, lithography process, and a uniform isolated line this
is predicted by the width of the line. The width of the line has traditionally been defined as the distance between its
edges. This is easy to measure and interpret while the chrome is thick and opaque, and the width of the line is greater
than the edge blurring. However current masks use thin chrome (phase-shift masks), and feature sizes that approach
the imaging wavelength.
Flux-area measurement directly measures the flux passing through the line (whether it is a clear or dark line). Thus
there is no need to determine where the line edges are. Further, if the line is more or less opaque than the standard
chrome contrast for that mask, the measured thickness (effective size) gives the width of a chrome (or clear) line of
standard opacity that would absorb the same light as the tested line (effective size). Although the line edges are not
detected or measured, the line position can still be computed accurately as the centroid of the light distribution across
the observed line.
SEM measurement of edge-to-edge size is widely promoted as the best measurement method now, however it
suffers from the same problems as optical edge-to-edge measurement: 1) interpretation of the actual edge location is
tricky because the edge thickness is significant compared to the line or feature width, and light does penetrate thin
chrome, so a non-linear function should optimally be used to determine the edge point of 50% light transmission, 2)
SEM measurements do not measure opacity, so chrome thickness errors, or repair damage cannot be accurately
assessed. Finally, because SEM images are taken with much higher resolution than the stepper produces on a wafer,
edge roughness can be expected to affect SEM measurements differently than it affects stepper output.

5. DENSE LINE MEASUREMENT
Although this paper focuses on isolated line measurement, dense line measurement is of interest as well. Flux-area
measurement lends itself to several approaches to dense line measurement. First, in the simple case of a regular line
grid, the total (or average) transmission can be measured across one or more full cycles. The ratio of clear CD to pitch
is calculated as the ratio of average intensity to the chrome contrast,
CDclear = Pitch * (Iaverage-I chrome) / (I clear-I chrome).
This method was tested against SEM measurements, with excellent results, see figure 5.
In another method, the adjacent line widths and positions can be estimated, and the adjacent lines subtracted from
the image, and finally, one can use optical proximity corrections similar to those used in edge-to-edge measurements.

6. DATA
Measurements were taken from a test mask supplied by Photronics. Isolated dark and clear lines, and dense line grids
from 0.25 µ to 0.75 µ (line pitches from 0.5 µ to 1.5 µ) were measured on a KLA SEMSpec system by ETEC, and
optical images were taken from a KLA353uv reticle inspection system (λ=0.36 µ) by Photronics, Allen TX, and
analyzed by the author using the AVI Photomask Metrology System. Some care was taken to perform both
measurements at the same position, however that could not be assured, so the optical measurements were performed
as averages over an eight micron region.
The pixel scale was calibrated by measuring the pitch of the line grids. The scale factor, 22.18 pixels per micron,
varied by 2 parts in 1000 across the eight grid images measured, from 0.8 µ to 1.5µ pitch. In the 10 images with
isolated lines, where I clear and I chrome could be accurately measured, the intensity range was observed to vary by a
maximum of 1 part in 300. On the dense line images, integrated flux was measured and used to calculate the area ratio
of clear to dark lines. That data was compared to SEM measurements to determine a gamma intensity correction of 2.1
for the KLA 353uv images. Then the isolated clear and dark lines were measured as described above.
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The SEM measurement values are averages of two measurements. The RMS difference between the pairs of SEM
data in all 3 data sets was 4 nm.

Isolated Dark Line CD Deviation from Design:
AVI and SEM M easurements
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Figure 3. Isolated dark line CD measurements with the AVI Flux-Area technique compared to SEM.
Figure 3 shows flux-area measurements and SEM measurements as deviations from the design size of the lines.
The rms deviation of AVI and SEM measurements of dark line CDs from the design size are equal, approximately 4
nm. Two SEM measurements were made of each line, and the rms deviation between SEM measurements was also
approximately 4 nm.
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Figure 4. Isolated clear line CD measurements with the AVI Flux-Area technique compared to SEM.
Figure 4 shows that clear line CD measurements with the AVI Flux-Area technique average 11 nm larger than
SEM measurements of the same lines. However, after eliminating that bias, the AVI measurements rms deviation
from SEM measurements is 4 nm. Note that clear lines smaller than 350 nm did not print. It is suspected that the 11
nm offset is due to the definition of the edge positions in the SEM data.
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Dense Clear Line CD Deviation from Design:
AVI and SEM Measurements
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Figure 5. Dense clear line CD measurements with the AVI Flux-Area technique.
In figure 5 CD values were calculated from the total transmission through clear & dark. Values average 0.1 nm
larger than SEM measurements of the same lines. The AVI measurements’ rms deviation from SEM measurements is
4 nm. Line grids with pitch smaller than 700 nm (linewidths less than 350 nm) did not print on the mask.
Overall, the rms deviation of the flux-area measurements from the SEM was 4 nm, with the exception of the
isolated dark line data, which had an 11 nm offset, with 4 nm deviation. This is consistent with the flux-area
measurements being as accurate as the SEM data, which had a 3 nm deviation from its mean.
Short term repeatability measurements were made on the AVI taking images from a KLA301. Thirty sequential
measurements of a 0.90 µ line yielded a 1 σ variation of 1.2 nm. It is suspected that the source of the variation is
vibration of the image during the scanning, causing significant variation in apparent feature size.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Optical linewidth measurements from the AVI Photomask Metrology System are shown to be accurate to 5 nm on
lines down to 0.25 µ. Figure 4 shows that the flux-area measurements match the SEM measurements, and show no
signs of non-linearity as the line width gets smaller than the imaging wavelength (0.36 µ in this data).
No non-linear corrections are required. No correction for the imaging wavelength is required, although the flux
integration area is normally set to approximately one wavelength larger than the feature being measured.
No thresholds are required. By measuring flux instead of edge position, the need to define an edge is eliminated.
Flux-Area Measurement can be performed with optical images from any source. Although the data shown here
was taken from a laser-scanned inspection system, similar measurements of defect sizing have been performed on a
wide range optical microscopes. The primary constraints are that the image should be from transmission, since we are
trying to duplicate the effects seen in a stepper. Reflective optics can be used in some cases where the image appears
similar to a transmission image, although the repeatability is worse because different materials and forms may reflect
differently.
Flux-Area Measurement can be used to perform linewidth, defect, and contact sizing. The standard photomask
metrology requirements can be performed with high accuracy and repeatability using the flux-area technique as
implemented on the AVI Photomask Metrology System.
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